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Wireless Mouse Havit HV-MS989GT
Discover a new level of productivity and entertainment with the Havit wireless mouse! Easily connect it to your chosen device on the 2.4
GHz band, and thanks to adjustable DPI, you can customize its precision to your needs. The buttons have a lifespan of up to 1 million
clicks, ensuring it serves you well for a long time.
 
Wireless Freedom
Forget about tangled cables forever! The Havit mouse connects to your selected device on the 2.4 GHz band, with a signal range of up to
8 meters. Thanks to the plug-and-play feature, using it becomes hassle-free – simply plug the mini receiver into your device! No more
wasting time on complex installations or configurations – the Havit HV-MS989GT is ready to use right after you connect it.
 
Resolution Adjustment
The Havit mouse is designed with various user needs in mind. With adjustable DPI ranging from 800 to 1600, you have full control over
the cursor's precision and speed on the screen. Whether you're working on graphic projects, gaming, or simply browsing the web, you
can effortlessly customize the mouse's performance for any task.
 
Exceptional Comfort
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The ergonomic design of  the mouse perfectly fits  the shape of  your hand, providing a natural  wrist  position even during long working
hours. The Havit HV-MS989GT also offers an auto-sleep function to help you save energy. The mouse automatically goes into sleep mode
when not in use for a certain period – a single click brings it back to work!
 
 
Specifications
ManufacturerHavitModelHV-MS989GTColorBlueWireless Connection2.4 GHzRangeUp to 8 metersNumber of Buttons4Resolution800-1600
DPIButton Lifespan1,000,000 clicksDimensions104 x 58 x 37 mmPower Source1x AA battery (alkaline batteries recommended)

Preço:

Antes: € 5.0061

Agora: € 4.26

Jogos, Mouses
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